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University of Nebraska Central Administration
- Four campuses
  - University of Nebraska-Lincoln
    - (includes IANR & NCTA)
  - University of Nebraska at Omaha
  - University of Nebraska at Kearney
  - University of Nebraska Medical Center
- 51,000+ students
- 14,000 employees
- $2.4 billion budget ($862M State-aided)
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What the President does:
University-wide Institutes

Daugherty Water for Food

National Strategic Research

Buffett Early Childhood

The Peter Kiewit Institute

Rural Futures
Nebraska Innovation Campus

Food – Fuel - Water
Sometimes, the news is bad...

“Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I'm not sure about the universe.”
— Albert Einstein
Out of touch
Anachronism
Irrelevant
Bureaucratic

Innovative
Job creator
Economic driver
Birthplace of ideas
Role of Advisors
Message: NU has an important economic impact on Nebraska. When you support the university, you invest in the future of the state.

Engage with us: 
twitter.com/u_nebraska
facebook.com/unebraska
#NUforNE
Questions?

President@Nebraska.edu